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THE HIGHLY ANTICIPATED FOURTH INSTALLMENT IS FINALLY HERE!!!Relocating to Atlanta,
Georgia for a fresh start and better opportunities, Cameron believes sheâ€™s left the drama and
nonsense behind in her hometownâ€”but she soon discovers just how wrong she was. Trouble
seems to follow Cameron where ever she goes, yet older and a bit wiser, will she able to make
better decisions not only for herself but for her family as well?Jude Patterson couldnâ€™t be any
happier to have the love of his life by his side, but providing for his family has proved to be easier
said than done. After serving a brief stint in prison, he isnâ€™t as financially stable as he should be
upon his release. As a father and soon-to-be husband he realizes that he has to do what he has to
do to make ends meetâ€”and that involves getting mixed up with some less than reputable people.
Taking part of a shady business seems to be the only alternative for Jude but it may also come with
a price as well as putting his family in jeopardy. New and old characters return, adding more to
Cameronâ€™s load of troubles. Will she and Jude be able to make it out okay or will they ultimately
be consumed by it all?
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This is by far the best book of the Cameron series! Cameron 4 was so out of the box from the other
three. There was never a dull moment. Jude and Cameron will have you on an emotional roller
coaster through out the entire book. There was never a dull moment. As I was reading I was actually
saying to myself "how does she come up with this stuff". You will not be dissapointed with this book.
Team JJ!!

I enjoyed this book very much. The story line was great. Jade Jones does a wonderful job in getting
the reader emotionally involved in not only this book, but this entire series. One concern I have or
maybe it's just a question in my head is when will Cameron ever stop being a dumb b*#ch? I'm sure
I'm one of very few of the readers who are probably wishing and hoping Jude would leave her
whorish a$$ alone for good. She's never going to learn. Jude, you really can't help but to like the
dude even though he can't seem to stay on the right side of the law. Everything he does, he does it
for his family, so I understand his hustle. I just wish he could understand that he can still do things
for his son without having to deal with Cameron's trifling a$$. Love is love so I guess she's with it.
On to Cameron 5.

Weak! I've read worse and I've read better. At this point, I don't even know why I continued to read
this series. There's 7 parts to this story, and at first I felt compelled to read them all (since once I
start reading a book series, I have to finish it. Plus, I felt the plot was fairly decent and with much
potential it would get better, but NOPE!) This will definitely be the last if the "Cameron" series that I
read. I don't think I want to read any more books from this author.Where do I begin? So much of this
story just made no sense. For instance, part 1 described Cameron as being a light skin female. Now
she's brown skin all of a sudden. Then we're introduced to Tank in this book who we later find out is
the guy who killed Silk, but I'm soooo confused because didn't he kill his self in like part 1 or 2 or
something and Cameron kept blaming herself and that's the reason why his sister, Tamika kept
attacking her. See it's inconsistent moments like these that totally lose me.It was so sloppy and
poorly written. There was no creative structure, and once again, there was mostly some of the same
events occurring in this book that happened in parts 1-3. It's just beyond repetitive at this point. Oh,
and not to mention none of the characters are realistic, and the dialogue used here is just like "who
actually has a conversation like this in real life" - not even the elite.Anyway, I'm definitely done with

this series. The ONLY reason I'll give this series another go is if I'm highly bored with nothing else to
read. Ugh, I just expected so much more.

I'm just numbed with this one first let me say I love the title because it is definitely "OLD HABITS".
When will Cameron ever learn from her past experience, but I do like where at the end she has
finally trying to grow up. Jude I just love him I love a man with a good heart that isn't afraid to love
whole heartily. I can't wait until the next one and please let there be some happiness for Cameron &
Jude because they both have been threw so much.This was a good read.

I Cannot wait for the next book, Cameron!!!! I love this series, I didn't think I would but im hooked!
Cameron stay getting into trouble although you do see some growth in mentality and she's definitely
more mature as her tolerance levels has changedok so I know some people get annoyed when
authors make books into series but honestly I don't see myself buying and reading an 800 page
book, we get a break and get to see what happens to the characters in the book which is more...

I just love reading about Cameron and Jude. Like the others, this book was full of twists and turns,
but I loved how Jude and Cameron found their way back to each other. I'm ready for them to catch a
break and truly be happy, but with the way the book ended, the drama will certainly continue. I'm
ready for part five and hope Cameron finally realizes the wonderful man Jude is and listens. I know
she's young, but it's time to truly grow up and leave the strip life behind for good.

The series gets better and better the more I read it. I didn't know how the author was going to top
Cameron 3 but she certainly did and got me waiting for more! The story had me on edge the whole
time reading it. I could not figure what was going to happen next. Cameron was definitely her ole
naive self. Way to go Jade Jones, keep it up!

It got real this time around in c4 .u got to wonder will cam ever get her shit together? This book
takes you deeper into Jude's mind and I liked that. There was plenty of drama and it was a page
turner. I loved the atl life style that was presented and I would recommend this book. Great job.
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